
  

Be the Local Transit Authority! 
Transits & the Kepler Mission 

Whatʼs this activity about? 
 
Big Questions: 

The Kepler Mission’s objective is to: 
• Detect transits … 
• of Earth-size planets … 
• in the habitable zone … 
• of Sun-like stars. 

This set of activities addresses each of these points: 
Detect transits … 
• What are transits?  Can I see one? 
of Earth-size plants … 
• Why are Earth-size planets important? 
• How can we detect transits of planets orbiting distant stars? How will Kepler detect 

transits? 
in the Habitable Zone … 
• Why is there abundant life on Earth and not on Venus or Mars?  
• What’s the “Habitable Zone”? 
of Sun-like stars. 
• Are all the stars we see like our Sun?  
• What's a Sun-like star? 

Big Activities: 
Learn about the Kepler Mission: NASA’s first mission dedicated to finding Earth-size planets 
Watch Mercury transit the Sun! 
Try to detect an Earth-size planet transiting a distant star. 
Find the habitable zone around the Sun and around other stars. 
Discover what kinds of stars we see in the constellations. 

 
Participants: Appropriate for families, the general public, and school groups in grades 3 and up.   See 

“Helpful Hints” for more details. 
 
Duration:  5 minutes to 1 hour, depending on the number of topics covered.  
 
Topics Covered: 
What is the Kepler Mission about? 
Transits Part 1: What is a transit?  Mercury & Venus transits 
Transits Part 2: Other stars with transiting planets 
Transits Part 3: How will Kepler detect transiting planets? 
What’s the “Habitable Zone”? Why is there abundant life on Earth and not on Venus or Mars? 
Are all the stars we see like our Sun? (What's a Sun-like star?) 
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Where can I use this activity? 

 
 
 
WHAT DO I NEED TO DO TO BEFORE I USE THIS ACTIVITY? 

What do I need to supply to 
complete the materials? 

What do I need to supply to run this activity 
that is not included in the kit? 

Do This Before Your Event 

Book or shoebox Nothing else. Optional:  Make copies of the constellation 
diagram for “Are all the stars like our Sun?” 

Classroom  ACTIVITY Star 
Party 

Pre-Star 
Party -

Outdoors 

Pre-Star 
Party -
Indoors 

Girl Scouts / 
Youth Group 

Meeting K-4 5-8 9-12 

Club 
Meeting 

Gen Public 
Presentation 

(Seated) 

Gen Public 
Presentation 
(Interactive) 

Kepler Mission PowerPoint   √ √  √ √ √ √  
Transits:  What is a transit ?  

Mercury & Venus transits √ √ √ √ √ √ √  √   √ 

Detecting transits around other stars √ √ √ √  √ √  √   √ 
Habitable Zones: Why does Earth have 
abundant life and not Venus or Mars?   √ √ √ √ √ √  √   √ 

Are all the stars like our Sun? 
(PowerPoint and/or observing activity) √ √ √ √  √ √  √  √ √ 
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Helpful Hints 
 
This set of activities allows you and your audiences to explore as much or as little as you want about 
transits and the Kepler Mission. You have the flexibility to use as many or as few of these activities as 
your interest, audience, and venue allow. 
 
You can incorporate one or more of the activities in this set of activities into a larger presentation that in 
includes the Kepler Mission PowerPoint. 
 
Each activity in this set can also be used independently. They can be used in any order. 
 
 
Summary of activities: 

• Kepler PowerPoint:  Found on the ToolKit Manual & Resources CD in the “PowerPoints” 
folder, this presentation provides an overview of NASA’s Kepler Mission.  A suggested 
script can also be found in the same folder.  Recommended audience: 5th grade and above.  
Duration: 30 – 45 minutes. 

• Transits Parts 1 – 3:  Provides two methods involving audience members to model a transit.  
Shows why we see Mercury and Venus periodically transit the Sun.  Illustrates the difficulty 
of detecting transits of planets orbiting distant stars. Recommended audience: 3rd grade and 
above. Duration: 5 – 10 minutes. 

• Why is there abundant life on Earth and not Venus or Mars: Uses several audience members 
to model the habitable zone around stars and how an atmosphere influences the habitability 
of a planet. Recommended audience: 3rd grade and above. Duration: 5 – 15 minutes. 

• Are all the stars like our Sun: PowerPoint and observing activity to understand that almost 
none of the naked-eye stars (stars we can see without a telescope) are like our Sun.  They are 
almost all bigger or hotter or both.  Only if a star like our Sun is very close to us can we see it 
with the unaided eye.  Discusses three main categories of main sequence stars. Recommended 
audience: 5th grade and above. Duration: 10 –20 minutes. 
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Background Information

For complete information on the Kepler Mission:
http://Kepler.NASA.gov/

For FAQ’s on the Kepler Mission (these are common questions your audiences may have):
http://Kepler.NASA.gov/Mission/QuickGuide/

Transits:

Schedule of Venus Transits (all times are UT – Universal Time):

TRANSIT starts at  10 Dec 2117  23:54
TRANSIT ends at   11 Dec 2117   5:50

TRANSIT starts at   8 Dec 2125  13:10
TRANSIT ends at    8 Dec 2125  19:01

Schedule of Mercury Transits:

TRANSIT starts at   9 May 2016  11:11
TRANSIT ends at    9 May 2016  18:45

TRANSIT starts at  11 Nov 2019  12:35
TRANSIT ends at   11 Nov 2019  18:06

TRANSIT starts at  13 Nov 2032   6:41
TRANSIT ends at   13 Nov 2032  11:09

 
                        TRANSIT starts at   7 Nov 2039   7:17 
                        TRANSIT ends at    7 Nov 2039  10:18
                     
                        TRANSIT starts at   7 May 2049  11:03 
                        TRANSIT ends at    7 May 2049  17:48  
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Schedule of Earth Transits from Mars! 
 

Simulated view of Earth (and Moon!) transiting the Sun as seen from Mars 
on November 10, 2084.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Credit: Courtesy NASA/JPL-Caltech 

 
Transits of Earth from Mars 

• May 11 1984 
• November 10 2084 
• November 15 2163 
• May 10 2189 

http://www.answers.com/topic/transit-of-earth-from-mars 
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Other transit resources: 

 
Animations on the Manual & Resources CD:  

Kepler Mission animations, eclipses from different perspectives in space, transits, and light 
curves of transiting planets. This is found on the Manual & Resources CD in the folder, 
“Animations”.  Click on “SSAnimations.html”. 

 
MPEG of Mercury Transit: 
http://soho.nascom.nasa.gov/hotshots/2003_05_07/ 
(also included on Manual & Resources CD under “Animations”) 
 
 
Listen to an excerpt from “The Transit of Venus” March by John Philip 
Sousa: 
 

http://lcweb2.loc.gov/cocoon/ihas/loc.natlib.ihas.200002625/default.ht
ml 

 
 

Amateur Search & Monitoring of Transits of Extrasolar Planets: 
http://www.transitsearch.org/ 
Dr. Gregory Laughlin of UC Santa Cruz 

 
 

Sun-like Stars & Spectral Types: 
 
When we refer to “naked-eye” stars in this presentation, we are referring to stars brighter 
than 4th magnitude since most observing with the public does not occur under darker 
skies. 
 
Once people understand that the Sun is a star, it is commonly believed that most of the stars we 
can see naked eye (brighter than 4th magnitude) are stars like our Sun: yellow/white main 
sequence stars of spectral type G.  This is not the case at all.  Most of the stars we see are giants: 
stars in the last stages of their lives, no longer on the main sequence.  Super-giants, giants, and 
sub-giants.  These are large, bright stars.  Some naked-eye stars are the hot, massive, bluish main 
sequence stars of spectral types O, B, and A.    
 
There are only three main sequence stars of spectral type G anywhere in the night sky (Northern 
or Southern Hemisphere) brighter than 4th magnitude: 
• Eta Cassiopeiae: visible most of the year, but low in the northern sky March – June 
• Tau Ceti is visible November through January 
• One more star in the night sky that is almost exactly like our Sun: Alpha Centauri.  It is very 

bright, but only visible from extreme southern continental USA and Hawaii.  So it is not 
included in the “Sun-Like Stars” presentation. 
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In the “Habitable Zone” activity, here is how we have classified the stars to take a more 
simplified approach to main sequence stars of various spectral types: 
“Cool, red stars”:  Main Sequence stars of spectral type K, M, and cooler  (lowest mass) 
“Yellow/white stars”: Main Sequence stars of spectral type G and F    (mid-mass) 
“Hot, bluish stars”: Main Sequence stars of spectral type O, B, and A  (higher mass) 
 
All main sequence stars are classified as “dwarf” stars.   
“White dwarf” is the hot dense core of a star that has lost its outer layers – a star that has “died”. 
“Red dwarf” is a cool, red main sequence star.  
 
Giant stars (of various sizes) are stars that are “in retirement”, no longer fusing primarily 
hydrogen at their cores.  These are stars no longer on the main sequence.  They still are given 
one of the above spectral types, but they are in a different “luminosity class”.  Main sequence 
stars have a luminosity class of “V”.  Here are the others: 

Ia Most luminous supergiants 
Ib Less luminous supergiants 
II Luminous giants 
III Normal giants 
IV Subgiants 
V Main sequence stars (dwarfs) 

 
For more information on spectral types of stars: 
http://antwrp.gsfc.nasa.gov/apod/ap040418.html (basic discussion - follow the links) 
http://cas.sdss.org/dr4/en/proj/advanced/spectraltypes/

  
 

 “Habitable Zone” 
For a discussion of why scientists are looking for planets that could have LIQUID water on their 
surface: http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/evolution/liquid-of-life.html   (NOTE:  The explanation of why 
the sky is blue is generally attributed to Lord Rayleigh who described “Rayleigh scattering”, 
rather than to Einstein as the above referenced article may imply.) 
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Detailed Activity Descriptions

What is the Kepler Mission about?

Leader’s Role Participants’ Role
(Anticipated)

Materials:
Manual and Resources CD, in the “PowerPoints” folder:

• Kepler PowerPoint: KeplerMission.ppt
• Script: KeplerMissionScript.doc or KeplerMissionScript.pdf

This PowerPoint presentation provides an overview of NASA’s Kepler
Mission.

The PowerPoint includes how Kepler detected transits, the area of the
Summer Triangle Kepler monitored, the number and type of planets it has 
found so far, the followup K2 Mission, and it explains some of the
concepts, like “habitable zone” and “Sun-like stars”.

If you’d like to make the PowerPoint presentation more interactive, you can
incorporate one or more of the activities in this set of activities into your
presentation.

Presentation Tip:
If you have the PlanetQuest ToolKit, you may want to use the “wobble balls” to demonstrate the
method by which most planets around other stars have been discovered and why that method is
inadequate to find the smaller planets like Earth.  See the activity “How do we find planets around
other stars?” in the PlanetQuest ToolKit Manual.
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Transits Part 1: What is a transit?  Mercury & Venus transits 
Leader’s Role Participants’ Role 

(Anticipated) 
Materials: 
2 - Snake lights with ping pong balls attached 
4 – beads on pins– represents Mercury, Venus, Mars, and an extrasolar planet 
 
Optional:  Solar System Litho showing all the planets. 
NOTE:  This can be done either during the day or in a dark location. 

 

To Say: 
Sometimes, Venus or Mercury transits the Sun.  What does that mean? 
How are the planets positioned around the Sun, from closest to farthest? 
(Optional: Show Solar System Litho to help visitors remember the order) 
 
Which planets are closer to the Sun than Earth? 

 
Not sure. 
Mercury, Venus, 
Earth, Mars, … 
 
Mercury & Venus 

Presentation Tip: 
You may use either of the following two methods to demonstrate a transit.  
Recommended:  

• If you have a large group, you might prefer to use Method #1. 
• For a small group (5 or less) or for a simpler demonstration, use method #2. 

Demonstrating Transits (Method #1): 
To Say: 
Who wants to be the Sun?   
(Pick a child or shorter person and give that person the snakelight with the 
ping-pong ball.  Ask the person to hold the light on his/her head. 
Optional: secure it to their head with stretchy band or scarf) 
 
Which is the planet closest to the Sun? 
Who wants to hold Mercury? 
(Give each person a bead on a pin to represent their planet) 
Who wants to hold Venus? 
To Do: 
Position the people holding the planets within a few feet of the snake light, with 
Mercury inside of Venus’s orbit. 
To Say: 
Now hold your planet in front of you so it is at about the same height as the Sun 
and start slowly orbiting around the Sun counterclockwise. That’s THIS way. 
(Show planet people the direction to walk around the Sun). 
 
Each of the rest of you is Earth.  Spread yourselves in a circle outside Venus’s 
orbit – you are each representing different points in Earth’s orbit around the 
Sun. 
(GO TO: “Continues from either Method”) 
 

 
 
I do! I do! 
 
 
 
 
Mercury 
I do! 
 
I do! 
 
 
 
 
Participants follow 
instructions. 
 
 

Presentation Tip: 
To allow the people holding the Sun and planets to see the effect, you may want to ask other people to 
trade places with them after an orbit or two.  
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Leader’s Role Participants’ Role 
(Anticipated) 

Demonstrating Transits (Method #2): 
To Do: 
Set out the snakelight with ping-pong ball on a small table or have a participant 
kneel on the ground and hold the light on his/her head. 

 
To Say: 
This light represents the Sun.   This model is not to scale. 
Which is the planet closest to the Sun? 
To Do: 
Hold a pin with a small bead on it  (or give the bead to one of the visitors). 
To Say: 
This represents Mercury.  It orbits the Sun like this. 
To Do: 
Slowly move the bead around the snakelight (orbiting Mercury around the Sun) 
counterclockwise at least 4 – 12 inches away from the light.  This must be done 
slowly.  A good technique is to silently count to eight seconds for each orbit. 
To Say: 
Each of the rest of you are standing on Earth and watching Mercury orbit the 
Sun.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mercury 
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Leader’s Role Participants’ Role 
(Anticipated) 

 
(Continues from either Method): 
To Say: 
When a planet passes between an observer (that’s all of you) and a star (in this 
case, the Sun), we call that a transit.  From Earth, sometimes everything is lined 
up so we see Mercury transit the Sun.  We see a black dot appear to cross the 
face of the Sun.  The planet is silhouetted against the Sun. 
 
Close one eye and position yourself so you can watch Mercury transit the Sun. 
You might have to bend over and move your head up or down to get in the right 
position. 
 
Who saw Mercury transit? 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I did!  Me too! 
 

(OPTIONAL) 
To Say: 
Where does Mars orbit? 
 
Who wants to be Mars? 
OK. You walk around outside of Earth’s orbit. 
Would we ever see Mars transit the Sun? 
Might Earth transit the Sun from perspective of Mars? 
The next time that happens will be in 2084.  Maybe by then people will be 
living on Mars and get to see something no one has ever seen before! 

 
 
Out there, beyond 
Earth. 
I do! 
 
No! 
It could! 

Presentation Tip to extend the activity: 
You can continue to the next section “Part 2: Other Stars with Transiting Planets” to extend the 
activity. 
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Transits Part 2: Other stars with transiting planets 
Leader’s Role Participants’ Role 

(Anticipated) 
Additional Materials: 
1 – Snake light with ping pong ball attached 
1 – bead on a pin – represents an extrasolar planet 
NOTE: This can be done either during the day or in a dark location. 
To Do: 
Walk a few feet away and hold the second snakelight in the plane of the 
“planets” orbiting the “Sun”. 
To Say:  
We see lots of stars in the night sky. Some of them may have planets orbiting 
at the right angle for us to detect planets transiting their star. 
Let’s pretend I live on a planet orbiting a star over in this direction. Let’s say 
my planet orbits my star like this (orbit the bead so it transits the “star” from 
Earth’s perspective).  Might you there on Earth be able to detect my planet 
transiting my star? 
 
How about now (orbit in a non-transiting, perpendicular orbit)? 

 
For us to detect a planet transiting its star, it has to be oriented the right way. 
 
That’s what the upcoming Kepler Mission will be doing – trying to find stars 
with Earth-size planets orbiting them in such a way that they transit the star 
from our perspective.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Maybe 
 
No. 
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Leader’s Role Participants’ Role 
(Anticipated) 

To Say: 
But how far away are the other stars? 
 
On the size scale of these stars, we’d have to move this star to <pick a state or 
other location 1500 miles away> for a star that was only 10 LY away. 
 
We can’t do that, but we can move it a little farther away. 
 

 
Really far! 

Calculations for the scaled distance to a star 10 light years away : 
The ping pong ball is about 1-1/2” – represents a star about one million miles in diameter – or about 5 
light seconds.  This makes 1 light min 18”, one light hour 1,080” and one light day 2,160 feet.  Making 
one light year about 150 miles.  10 light years = 1500 miles. 
 
To Do: 
Take the snakelight and bead on a pin and move at least 50 feet away (4 to 5 
car lengths). 
(If you haven’t already done so, the participants who helped make a 
demonstration of the Sun, Mercury, and Venus can put their items down.) 
Face the crowd and orbit the “planet” around the snakelight such that the 
crowd might see a transit if they were closer. 
To Say: 
Can you see the planet transiting from there? 
(NOTE:  It is almost impossible for our eyes to resolve the tiny bead against 
the light – only people with extraordinary vision can still see it transit). 
 
Do you think you’d see it if it was 1500 miles away? 
 
The Kepler Mission will be detecting transiting planets around stars hundreds 
to thousands of light years away.  So how do you suppose it will do that? 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
No. 
 
 
 
No! 
 

Presentation Tip to extend the activity: 
You can continue to the next section “Part 3: How will Kepler detect transiting planets” to extend 
the activity. 
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Transits Part 3: How will Kepler detect transiting planets? 
Leader’s Role Participants’ Role 

(Anticipated) 
Materials: 
1 - Snake light with ping-pong ball over the bulb 
3 – different-sized beads on sticks or pins – representing extrasolar planets  
1 - White card  
You supply: 
 Book or shoebox to hide light  
 
NOTE: This must be done in a dark room or outdoors at night in an unlit 
area.  This is much easier with a helper. 

 

To Do: 
Place snakelight on table.   Fold the white card in half.  Hold up white card. 
To Say: 
This card represents one of the detectors aboard the Kepler spacecraft. The light 
from this star is being detected here.   
Kepler will be looking for stars that dim, then brighten, then dim again as a 
result of the planet orbiting the star.  
We can’t see the planet, but we can detect the dimming of the star. 
Let’s block the star’s light so it will be easier for you to see just the detector. 

 

To Do: 
Block the view of the 
light from the audience 
members with a book or 
shoebox.   Choose a 
colleague or audience 
member to hold the card. 
To Say: 
(Pointing to a person) 
Will you be the detector? 
To Do: 
Hand the card to the 
person and have him/her 
hold the card about a foot 
above the light. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sure. 
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Leader’s Role Participants’ Role 
(Anticipated) 

To Do: 
Hold up largest planet. 
To Say: 
Tell me when this large planet passes between the star and the Kepler 
spacecraft. 
To Do: 
Orbit the largest bead (representing a large planet) slowly around the light such 
that the light shining on the card clearly dims as the planet passes between the 
light and the card. 
To Say: 
Let’s look at the dimming for a little bit smaller planet.  
To Do: 
Orbit the medium bead slowly around the light. 
To Say: 
Did you see the light dim? 
 
But we’re looking for Earth-sized planet – will this be harder or easier to 
detect? 
Let’s try. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
I see it!  There it is 
again. 
 
 
 
 
 
Is that it?  There it 
is. 
Harder. 
 

To Do: 
Orbit the small bead slowly around the light. 
(NOTE:  This last one may be difficult to see unless you are in a very dark 
location.) 
To Say: 
Essentially, that’s what Kepler will do – detect that very small dip in the light 
from the star.  It’s about like how much a headlight would dim if a gnat flew in 
front of it.  We also want to see at least two or more passes to confirm that 
something is orbiting the star. 
 
Kepler will identify stars that we want to study further using other instruments 
and other telescopes – to make sure it’s a planet, and to see if it might have an 
atmosphere.  What might that mean? 

 
That’s hard.  I think 
I see it.  There – was 
that it? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Maybe there could 
be life on it! 

Presentation Tip: 
The beads being used as planets are still scaled way too big for this star – but it will give your audience 
an impression of how very little dimming of a star an Earth-sized planet will cause.  

In addition, the planets are being orbited much faster than real planets orbiting real stars.  In the 
demonstration, the planets are orbiting once every few seconds.  Planets normally take many days, 
months, or years to orbit their star.  
 
Another way to imagine the amount of dimming of the star’s light:  Being able to detecting the 
dimming of a star by an Earth-sized planet is about like being able to detect the dimming a searchlight 
by a ladybug walking across it.  
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What’s the “Habitable Zone”? Why is there abundant life on Earth and not on Venus or 
Mars?   
Leader’s Role Participants’ Role 

(Anticipated) 
Materials: 
Candle, yellow and blue cellophane   
Optional:  4” Earth from “Shadows in Space” activity bag and/or blue bead on a 
pin from the “Transits” bag. 
NOTE:  This activity was developed from an idea in NASA’s “Astro-Venture” 
guide: http://astroventure.arc.nasa.gov/ 

 

To Say: 
Look up – what do you mostly see in the sky at night? 
 
Can we see any stars in the daytime? 
 
Does our star have planets orbiting it? 
 
Do you suppose some of the stars we see at night also have planets orbiting 
them? 
 
Yes.  Scientists have already found many that do, but only planets that are very 
large, close to the size of Jupiter and bigger. 
 
Do you suppose some of those planets might be able to support life? 
 
NASA’s Kepler Mission, within about five to eight years, will determine if small 
Earth-size planets exist around other Sun-like stars. 
It is looking for planets in the habitable zone of stars. 
 
But what is a “habitable zone”? Why do you suppose there is so much life on 
Earth and no apparent life on Venus or Mars? 
 
Earth is in the “habitable zone” of our star, the Sun. 
Let’s see what it means. 

 
Stars! 
 
Yes, one – our Sun 
 
Yes. 
 
 
Maybe.  Don’t 
know. 
 
 
 
Maybe. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Variety of answers. 
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Leader’s Role Participants’ Role 
(Anticipated) 

PART I: Habitable Zone of a Sun-Like Star 
This section addresses the topic of “habitable zone” and how atmosphere 
affects the habitability of a planet. 
To Do: 

Grab the sheet of yellow 
cellophane in the center and 
flare it into a bouquet shape.  
 
To Say: 
Pretend we are outside on a cold night and all we have is this campfire. 
To do: 
Give the campfire prop (one sheet of yellow cellophane) to one person.    
 
To say: 
Imagine this fire is as big as [his/her] upper body. 
 
(Point to someone in the crowd) Where would you have to stand to be 
comfortable? 
 
The campfire represents the Sun and you represent the position of Earth. 
(You can give the 4” Earth or the blue bead to this person) 
Does Earth have liquid water? 
 
What about the people in the back – would you be comfortable? 
Would you be too warm? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Person adjusts their 
position. 
 
 
Yes.  Lots. 
 
No. 
No!   Too cold. 
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Leader’s Role Participants’ Role 
(Anticipated) 

To do: 
Move one person very close to the fire. 

 
To say: 
I need you to take off your jacket. 
Would you be comfortable here? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
No, I’d be too hot. 

To say: 
 (Indicating person next to fire) This person is like Mercury – too close to the 
Sun.  Mercury has a daytime high temperature of 800° F (430° C).  Can liquid 
water exist on its surface? 
 
To do: 
Pick another person and place him/her far from the campfire 
To say: 
 I’m going to ask you to take off your jacket too.  This person is like Mars – too 
far from the Sun and too cold. The temperature at the planet's surface varies 
widely during the course of a Martian day, from about -125° F (-87° C) just 
before dawn and warms up to about -4° F (-20° C) in the afternoon.  Can it have 
liquid water?    
 
(Indicating the person in the middle)  This person is like Earth – just right.  Earth 
is in the habitable zone around our star, the Sun. 

 
 
 
No – that’s way too 
hot. 
 
 
 
Removes jacket. 
 
 
No– it would all be 
frozen. 

   Sun          Mercury                         Earth 
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Leader’s Role Participants’ Role 
(Anticipated) 

To say: 
The “habitable zone” around a star is where liquid water could exist on the 
planet’s surface year-round.   What's the most common substance in most living 
things?   

Yes, Water!  And not just any water, but liquid water.   Most living things we 
know of require liquid water to live. 

So one thing that determines habitability is a planet being at the right distance 
from its star so the planet might have liquid water.   

 
 
 
Water? 

More info about Mercury: 
Virtually no atmosphere and very close to the Sun.  Like being in the desert in a swimsuit.  Daytime 
high temperature on Mercury is 800° F (430° C) and nighttime is about  –300° F (–180° C).   
 
Mercury’s “day”, from one sunrise to the next, is 176 Earth days long and its “year” is about 88 Earth 
days – its day is longer than its year! 
(NOTE: You may have seen Mercury’s day quoted at 58 Earth days.  58 days is its sidereal day, not its 
solar day.) 
 
More info about Venus: 
A very dense atmosphere. Like wearing a parka in the desert.  The temperature of Venus is always 
about 880° F (470° C). 
 
Venus’s “day”, from one sunrise to the next, is about 117 Earth days long (it rotates very slowly) and 
its “year” is about 225 Earth days. 
(NOTE: You may have seen Venus’s day quoted at 243 Earth days.  Once again, 243 days is its 
sidereal day, not its solar day.) 

Venus has a pressure at the surface about 90 times that of Earth - a pressure equivalent to a 
depth of 1 kilometer under the ocean – lie down and imagine the weight of one dictionary 
sitting on your chest.  Now imagine 90 dictionaries. That represents the pressure difference 
between Earth’s atmosphere and the atmosphere of Venus.  What do you think would happen to 
you if you were on the surface of Venus? (I’d be crushed!) 

More info about Mars: 
Very little atmosphere – like wearing a t-shirt in the Arctic.  
The temperature at the surface of Mars varies widely during the course of a Martian day, from about  
-125° F (-87° C) just before dawn and warms up to about -4° F (-20° C) in the afternoon. 
A day on Mars is about 24 hours 40 minutes – just a bit longer than an Earth day. 
 
Atmospheric pressure at the surface of Mars is like Earth at 20 miles up – 0.7% of the surface pressure 
on Earth. 
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Leader’s Role Participants’ Role 
(Anticipated) 

To Say: 
Now let’s look at something else that determines habitability: an atmosphere!  
Let’s use a jacket to represent a planet’s atmosphere.   
 
Why do you suppose I had Mars and Mercury take their jackets off? 
Mars and Mercury have little or no atmosphere. Wearing a jacket is like a planet 
having an atmosphere.  Earth has just the right amount of atmosphere to insulate 
it and maintain a comfortable temperature. 
 
The Moon is essentially the same distance form the Sun as Earth – but has no 
life and no liquid water - what’s different? 
Right – no atmosphere – daytime temp on Moon:273° F (134° C) 
Nighttime temp on Moon: -274° F (-170° C) 
 
But we have a planet missing. 
Which planet is between Mercury and the Earth? 
(Select another person from the audience) 
Would you stand here and be Venus? 
Venus has a very dense atmosphere.  I’m going to have you keep your jacket on 
and imagine that I’m putting another other big down jacket on you too.  Imagine 
I’m also wrapping a blanket around you.   
Would you be comfortable here? 
 
Right – Venus has too dense an atmosphere too close to the Sun.  The 
temperature of Venus is always about 880° F (470° C).  Can it have liquid 
water? 
 
So an atmosphere can make a big difference too in whether a planet might be 
habitable. 
 
Would it be easy for us to live on any of these planets, other than Earth? 

 
 
 
 
No atmosphere? 
 
 
 
 
 
No atmosphere! 
 
 
 
 
Venus! 
 
OK. 
 
 
 
No – I’d get way 
too hot. 
 
 
No. 
 
 
 
 
No! 
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Leader’s Role Participants’ Role 
(Anticipated) 

PART I: Habitable Zone of Other Kinds of Stars 
This section introduces the concept of different masses of stars along with 
the topic of “habitable zone”. 
To Say: 
But not all stars are like our Sun.  Stars come in many different sizes.  When a 
cloud of gas and dust collapses to form a group of stars, the stars are not all the 
same size, or mass. 
To do: 
Pick a person from the audience and give the candle to that person. 
Give the campfire prop (one sheet of yellow cellophane) to a second person.   
Pick 2 people to hold bonfire prop (2 sheets of blue cellophane). 
To say: 
These represent 3 different kinds of stars. 
 (Pointing to person with candle) This candle represents a small cool red star.  
(Pointing to person with campfire) This campfire represents a yellow-white star 
like our Sun.  Remember to think of the fire as being the size of his/her upper 
body. 
(Pointing to people with bonfire) Imagine this bonfire is as big as both of these 
people together. And what kind of star does this bonfire represent? 
Right, a hot massive bluish star. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Holds props. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A big, hot star. 

Candle 
(Cool, red star) 

Campfire 
(Yellow/White Star) 

Bonfire 
(Hot, Blue Star) 
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Leader’s Role Participants’ Role 
(Anticipated) 

To Do: 
Line the “stars” up at least 5 feet apart from each other.  You need 10 – 20 feet 
of clear space in front of them. 
To Do: 
Hand the blue bead to one person from the audience. 
To say: 
(To person with blue bead) Where would you place your planet in front of the 
candle so it would stay warm, but not too hot? 
To Do: 
Choose two other people. 
To say: 
 Each of you stand at a distance from your fire where you can be comfortable.  
 
These represent stars with three different amounts of mass.  You are each in the 
habitable zone of that star.   
Are each of the habitable zones the same distance from the star? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Visitor holds bead 
close to candle. 
 
 
Visitors position 
themselves. 
 
 
 
No! 

To say: 
(Standing by the campfire) As we mentioned, this campfire represents a star like 
our Sun.  

That’s what we mean by “habitable zone around Sun-like stars”.  The stars like 
our Sun with planets in this vicinity (indicating the position of the person 
standing in front of the star) are what the Kepler Mission is hoping to detect. The 
mission will also collect information on other planets orbiting the stars and the 
variety of planetary systems in our neighborhood of the Galaxy. 

OPTIONAL: If desired, you can talk more about the Kepler Mission or show the 
Kepler PowerPoint. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

OPTIONAL Continuation of the activity: 
Have one person orbit the campfire in a highly elliptical orbit. 
To Say: 
If this fire represented another Sun-like star, and it had one planet with an orbit 
that brought it really close, then really far away (a highly elliptical orbit) – could 
you ever be comfortable on it?  When it is close to the star, what would happen?   
 
How about when it is far away?  
 
Could that planet have liquid water on its surface year-round? 

 
 
 
 
 
You’d get too hot 
 
You’d get too cold. 
 
Not likely. 
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Are all the stars we see like our Sun? (What's a Sun-like star?) 
Leader’s Role Participants’ Role 

(Anticipated) 
Materials: 
Alternatives: 

1. For indoors: Present the “Sun-likeStars.ppt” PowerPoint found in 
the PowerPoints folder on the Manual and Resource CD.  Use the 
script for the PowerPoint: Sun-likeStars.doc or Sun-likeStars.pdf. 

2. For outdoors: Print out and copy the sheet “Are all the stars like our 
Sun?” with the constellation diagrams (you can find them below at 
the end of this activity section). Use this sheet as a reference or a 
handout as you point out the stars in the night sky. 

 

Presentation Tip: 
There are only three main sequence stars of spectral type G (like our Sun) 
anywhere in the night sky (Northern or Southern Hemisphere) brighter than 
4th magnitude: 

• Eta Cassiopeiae (but it is low in the northern sky March – June) 
• Tau Ceti is visible in the evening November through January 
• Alpha Centauri.  It is very bright, but only visible from extreme 

southern continental USA and Hawaii.  
When we refer to “naked-eye” stars in this presentation, we are 
referring to stars brighter than 4th magnitude.  

 

To Say: 
What is a Sun-like star? Can we see any stars that are like our Sun? 
Stars come in different colors, brightnesses, and temperatures.  
 
Most of the naked-eye stars we see in the sky are giants, stars either in the 
last stages of life or just moving into “retirement”. They are all swollen up – 
big to huge!  A few times the diameter of our Sun to hundreds of times the 
diameter of our Sun. (e.g. Betelgeuse is about 650x the Sun’s diameter).  
 
Only some of the stars we can see are healthy, stable stars called “main 
sequence” stars – still using primarily hydrogen for fuel at their cores.  Our 
Sun is one of these.  These stars in the “main” part of their life – not just 
being born and not in “retirement” – they are still “working”. 
 
These healthy, stable stars vary in mass from small, cool, red stars through 
the yellow/white stars similar to our Sun, to the massive, hot, bluish stars.  

For the most part, the healthy, stable stars we can see are the hot, bright, 
bluish stars.  These stars live only a very short time (up to several million 
years), and nature doesn’t make very many of them.  
 
Small, cool red main sequence stars are way too dim – we can’t see any of 
these with just our eyes. We can only see a very few of the main sequence 
yellow/white stars like our Sun.    
Let’s look at a few constellations and see what kind of stars they have. 

 
Guesses. 
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Leader’s Role Participants’ Role 
(Anticipated) 

To Do: 
Point out bright stars by using the Orion, Big Dipper, or Summer Triangle 
diagrams.  All are either giants or hot bluish main sequence stars. 

 
Visitors look at stars and 
comment. 

But the giants are actually in the minority of all stars.  Only one percent or 
so of all the stars in our Galaxy. 
Stars like our Sun must be very close to us for us to be able to see them 
without a telescope.  Why?   
They are small and dim compared to most of the stars we CAN see. 
 
In fact, there are only two stars (brighter than 4th magnitude) that we can 
easily see without a telescope from here in the Northern Hemisphere that are 
like our Sun. 
 
Let’s look at one of them.  The star called “Eta” in the constellation of 
Cassiopeia is one of the VERY few stars in the sky that is much like our 
Sun that we can see without a telescope.  Only 19 LY away. 
 
The other is Tau Ceti in the constellation of Cetus – it’s only visible for a 
couple of months during the year.  12 LY away. 
 
Optional: Only one more naked-eye star is almost exactly like our Sun: 
Alpha Centauri.  It is very bright, but only visible from extreme southern 
continental USA and Hawaii.  
 
There are lots more stars like our Sun, but they are farther away, therefore 
dimmer – too dim for us to see with just our eyes.  Like a candle more than 
a mile away.  The bigger, brighter stars are more like flashlights, headlights, 
or searchlights! 

 
 
 
They’re dim? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

More information: 
All but one of the bright stars of the W in Cassiopeia are giant stars – in retirement.  They are no longer 
part in the main part of their lives – no longer in the main sequence, except the one in the middle.   That 
one is a hot bluish star – MUCH brighter than our Sun.  It is over 600 ly away.  The others are between 
54 and 444 ly distant.   
 
But this little star “Eta” is only about 19 LY away.  That’s the one that is like our Sun. It might even 
have small planets the size of Earth, like our Sun does.  We don’t know yet.  It’s dim, but it’s close.  
Like a candle about a quarter mile away – or over by <pick a landmark 1/4 mile away>.  Would it be 
hard to see? 
If we moved the candle 30 times farther – or about 8 miles away – to the top of a building in <pick a 
city or landmark 8 miles away> – do you think we could still see it? 
That would be like moving Eta Cass to the distance of the middle star – to 600 LY away – we wouldn’t 
be able to see it without a telescope either! 
Presentation Tip: 
If you have the Night Sky Network Outreach ToolKit, “Our Galaxy, Our Universe”, you can use the 
“Constellation/Asterism CDs” and include the scaled distances to the stars in these constellations. 
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Materials 

 
What materials from the ToolKit do I need? 
 
Transits: 

Bag labeled “Transits”:  
a) 4 – 8mm beads (to represent Mercury, Venus, Mars, extrasolar planet) 
b) 4 – Long bead pins 
c) 5/8” wood bead (mid-size planet) 
d) 1” wood bead (large planet) 
e) 6” white paper sticks for wood beads 
f) White card 

 
Habitable Zone: 

1 – Candle (representing a small, red star) 
1 – sheet of yellow cellophane (for the campfire representing a Sun-like star)  
2 – sheets of blue cellophane (for the bonfire representing a hot, blue star) 

 
 
Sun-Like Stars: 

Sheet with constellation/asterism diagrams with labeled stars: 
• Cassiopeia  
• Orion  
• Summer Triangle 
• Big Dipper 

 
What must I Supply: 

Book or shoebox to hide the snakelight during “How will Kepler detect transiting planets?” 
Optional: Scarf or stretchy head band to hold snakelight on a person’s head. 
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What do I need to prepare? 
 
Using the StikkiWax® from the “Shadows in Space” activity bag, secure the beads to the pins:  
Insert the pin into the hole in the bead and place a small pinch of StikkiWax® under the bottom 
of the pin  You can also use craft glue from and arts & crafts store to glue the beads to the pins. 
 
Insert the white paper sticks into the holes in the wood beads. 
 

Where do I get additional materials? 
 
• White sticks: arts & crafts store 
• Beads and pins: arts & crafts or jewelry supply store 
• White cards: office supply 
• Candle: arts & crafts store 
• Yellow & blue cellophane: arts & crafts store or gift packaging store 
• Constellation diagrams: print from ToolKit manual (next page). 
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Are all the stars like our Sun?

1

Orion

< Giant

< BETELGUESE:Giant

Giant >
< Giant
< Hot Main Seq(O) + Giant

< Giant

RIGEL: Giant >

Sirius is Hot Main Seq (A)

Procyon is Giant

2

Triangle

<DENEB:Giant

< Giant < Yellow: Giant  +
Blue: Hot Main Seq (B)
(Albireo)

< Giant

< VEGA: Hot Main Seq (A)

< Giant

Giant >

Dbl-Dbls are all
Hot Main Seq
(A) < Hot Main Seq (B)

Giant

ALTAIR: Hot Main Seq (A) >

3

Big Dipper & Polaris

< Giant

< Mizar & Alcor: Both are Hot Main Seq (A)

Polaris: Giant >

Hot Main Seq (A) >

< Hot Main Seq (B)

Hot Main Seq (A) >

< Hot Main Seq (A)

Hot Main Seq (A) >
4

Cassiopeia

< Giant
< Giant

Giant >

< Giant

< Hot Main Seq (B)
Sun-like
Star >

Eta Cassiopeiae: Yellow-White Main Sequence G
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< Giant

< Giant

< Giant

< Hot Bluish + Giant (Double Star)

< Giant

Giant >

Giant >

Orion
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< Hot Bluish

< Hot Bluish

< Yellow: Giant + 
Blue: Hot Bluish
(Double star - Albireo)

Giant >

Giant >

< Giant

< Giant

< Giant

< Hot Bluish

Giant

Triangle
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< Giant

< Hot Bluish

Hot Bluish >

Hot Bluish >

Hot Bluish >

Polaris: Giant >< Hot Bluish

< Mizar & Alcor: Both are Hot Bluish

Big Dipper & Polaris
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< Giant

< Giant

< Hot Bluish

< Giant

Giant >
Sun-like Star >

Sun-like Star is “Eta Cassiopeiae”

Cassiopeia
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